Chapter 28 - Becoming A Barrister Or Solicitor -Bar Admission In The U.K.

Book VI - A Report

The World Is Your Oyster
- Lawyers’ Mobility In A Global World
Summary And Introduction

My Advice To You Is ....
Think of yourself as a “global professional” right from the beginning. Take all possible steps to enhance your
professional mobility. In law school take courses that will give you exposure to the Constitutions of Mexico,
Canada and the United States (NAFTA Partners). Learn about the law of the European Community. Joint law
degrees are great things. And again, get yourself admitted to the bar of more than one country.
Your career as a lawyer will be completely different from the career your parents may have had as lawyers. There
are more opportunities in terms of both the work a lawyer does and where the lawyer may work.
Book VI, will alert you to “mobility issues in a global world.” It will also provide suggestions for how you may wish
to prepare for a global world right from the first day of law school.
In Book VI, I will play the role of a “international career consultant” introducing you to various locations you may
work.
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Book VI - The World Is Your Oyster - Lawyers’ Mobility In A Global World

Book VI - Chapter Summaries

29. Canadian Lawyers And Law Graduates - Foreign Bar Admission And Working Abroad
Focus: Take that Canadian law degree and/or Bar Admission and use it to pursue opportunities in other countries,
NAFTA, eligibility to take the Bar Exam, Foreign Legal Consultants, etc.

30. Foreign Trained Law Graduates And Lawyers - Canadian Bar Admission
Focus: So, you are a lawyer from outside North America. How do you get your license to practise law in Canadian
provinces or U.S. states?
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